Selective arterial spin labeling (SASL): perfusion territory mapping of selected feeding arteries tagged using two-dimensional radiofrequency pulses.
To date, most perfusion magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) methods using arterial spin labeling (ASL) have employed slab-selective inversion pulses or continuous labeling within a plane in order to obtain maps derived from all major blood vessels entering the brain. However, there is great potential for gaining additional information on the territories perfused by the major vessels if individual feeding arteries could be tagged. This study demonstrates noninvasive arterial perfusion territory maps obtained using two-dimensional (2D) selective inversion pulses. This method is designated "selective ASL" (SASL). The SASL method was used to tag the major arteries below the circle of Willis. A combination of 2D selective tagging and multislice readout allows perfusion territories to be clearly visualized, with likely applications to cerebrovascular disease and stroke.